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logs on the assignments they'used. They also!\participated in two
"booster' workshops during the period studied. The teachers used PTS
in their classrooms in a variety of.ways, including the following:
(1) to clarify lesson objectives, (2) to provide a way to formulate
assignments, (3) to help students evaluate and\respond'to the writing
of peers, (4) to assess students' papers, and (5) to improve reading.
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4 Abstract

The PrfMary Trait-System (PTS) was devised by the.National ASiessment

of Educational Progress (NAEP) in order to score large numbers of.natural
4

.'writing samples. Essentially, PTS seeks to sitidge the. writer's ability to

achieve the.purpose of his/her writing, whether the purpose is expressivez

explanatory, or persuasive.
' J

The Writing Research and ResOures Rrdject at-CEMREL was interested in

.
finding out what pedagogical uses PTS might serve, aparOrom the obviops

one of p.rov*djng a means to assess students' writing. Therefore, project'

-et-
staff in collaboration with 11 teachers devised the study 'reported here. 4

w

It is important for the reader to realize that the primary/goal of the

study was .a descriptive one: What uses of PTS would'teachers,discover in

their classrooms?

In' varying numbers, teachers reported the following uses:

o . PTS helped clarify the objectives of the lesson;

o PTS provided a way to formulate assignmerts;

o PTS provided a means to analyze and to respond to students'

writings; (

o PTS helped students evaluate and respond to the writing of peers,,;

o PTS provided a means for assessing students' perk; and
, .

o PTS affected.students. background reading ability.

Background

In the last few years, teachers of composition have been urged by

,

researchers and theoreticians to adopt a ...process" approach, emphasizing

how students write as opposed toemphasizing the product. The National

Assessment of Educational Programs (NAEP) developed a Primary Trait

System of Scoring which was designed to permit evaluatio of writing

4



'in an Objective way but which does not'rely an scoring surface features

such as' mechanics, grammar, spelling, etc.

-While the assessment value of PTS .is clear, the instructional merits

.. of the system have gone largely,unstudied, although' several writers

(Lloyd-Jones, 1977;. Klaus, 1982; and Spandel, 1981) Simply that teachers

A Ca A

-can adapt the principals,of PTS,for.instructiontl use.

The Problem

The obvious difficulty With the PTS forinstrktional use is the

. developMent-ofa workable curriculum of primary trails. iDespite,thd

interest inPTS, theorists and researchers have not been able to develop

a list of traits which tre "acceptable" as embodying-the-P-rinciples of
4

PTS theory. Indeed, altholigh PTS hai been used for district-wide evalua

.

lion of students' writing skills, the exercisesused are commonly-those \

created and used' by NAEP. Discussions-in the literature O'f PTS also

confine themselves to the same four or five commonly accepted primary

trait's and/to the same-situations. lb-At is, ttie persuasive exercise is

commonly a letter to an authority figure advocating a change or defend in

the status quo through rational argument. 14(e primary trait list envi-

sioped by Lloyd-Jones (1977) has yet to be discovered.

Thebretical Framework
-

Until fairly recently, most style handbooks have paid attention to

modes of discourse: narration, description, exposition, and argumenta-
Ae

,

tion. In 1971, Kinneavy published A Theory of Discourse in which he

argued that purpose is' all. "The aim of discourse determines everything

else in the process of discourse." For Kinneavy, modes are = important only

as the means or accomplish4ng a givenlurpose. He suggests that a:theory
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3

of language and a theory of discourse would 6e = 'cr'owned" by a.framework of

purpotes of language. 'He identifies four major purposes:

1. Referertce-discourse: this includes scientific, explanatory, and

informative discourse' and is intended to "designate or reproduce

.

.)
reality..." It is characterized by concern for actuality, compre

,
hensiAness, 'and, careful use of inductive and aeductive reasoning.

. It focuses on the'subject at hand. -

2. ersuasive-discourse: this is intended to indUce the audience to

choose or to prompt the reader to action. The focus is on the .

audience-- ,

a

cf.

3... Expressive discourse: this articulates the writer's personality

or point of view. Its focus is on the writer.
,

4. ,titerary discourse: this attempts to create 'a language structure

wOrthy of apprediation in its own right.

for Kinneavy, different purposes entail, different thought processes,

and result 4h pieces of discdurst which have distinctive stylistiC
4

feOt4rtsAndorganizational patterns. Skill in accomplishing one.purpose

:"'does.hot imply skill in accompltsA'ing other purposes. One may'beable to

write a good project report, but fail to write persuasive letters. '

. .

In addition to purpose% current discourse
Oeorists have. tried to

elucidate:the Importance of audience on the writer's use language.
.

,

This is not a'new concern. Aristotle'talks about the requisite's
oft

.persuasjon; establishing a plausible ethos, creating adesired attitude

in theaudience, and 'demonstrating
the-trdth--real or apparent--of the

arguments. Nevertheless, audience has received ne4 attentionjrom

-

discourse theorists. Moffett (1968) describes the relationship between

writer and audience using a metaphor of physical space.

In the interior monologue, writer and audience are identical; tkiere

is no separat6n. Dialogue separates the two, although they're still

'7. close. Finally onowrite§ to an audience which is both large and absgnt.

At this extreme, the writer receives no feedback from the audience.



Moffett (194) .describes how changes in the speaker-subject-audience
. .

.,

relationships parallel changes, in intellectuall-develoOment but he rejects

the notion that any one relationship is more important than any other.`,

Primary Trait System

The preceding discussion, provides a background for understanding

Lloyd-Jones' work in PTS (1977). Lloyd-Jones.begins by defining "writing"

as "discourse," which he discusses in terms of its aims, which relate to

the functions-of language, and in terms of its features, which are the'

separate1elements, devices, and mechanisms ot language. Judgements about

the quality of writing, he says, are primarily related to its aims. Yet

to be informative about those judgements, one must be able to describe the

writing in terms of its features. He then differentiates two kinds of

holistic tests. It is the second kind that concerns us. PTS, helays,

"isolates subcategories of the universe of discOurse and rates writing

samPlesOn terms of their aptness:within the prescribed range." PTS "is

potentially-more-informative," he concludes.

Lloyd-Jones et al. devised the primary traits a posteriori:

"Perhaps in an ideal world of brilliant rhetoricians one would know

in advance the features which would define a 2 or a 4 paper, but we

took papers gathered in trial runs, examined them carefully to see

whlab features actually were chosen to solVe th& rhetorical problem, -

and then wrote'the descriptions to conform with the expectations

established by the sample. Usually we found many quite legitimate

solutions which we harnot imagined."

To help categorize the writings atwhich they looked, Lloyd-Jones and

his colleagues developed a triangular model, based largely on Kinneavy's

putpdses of discourse:

ExPlanitory (subject-oriented)

Expressive (discourser-o/riented) .

Persuasive (audience-oriented)

7



From this categorization of Purpose,Lloyd Jones et "al. developed

writing tasks which, they toped, would elicit a primaY traitassocited

with purpose and audience. Examples of such traits ,and assignments

reported in Klaus (1981, 1982) include:

offSometimes people write lot for-the fun ofA t. This is a chance

for you to have some fun writjng.
/ .

Pretend ti,It you are a pair.of tennis shoes. You've done all

kinds of things with your Owner in all kinds -of weather. Now you

are being picked up again by your owner. Tell.whatiyou, as the

tennis, shbes, think about what's -going to happen to you. Tell us

how you feel about yOur4Owner. )

Purpose: Expressive
Primary Trait: .Expression o

a role.
4

2. One of the things yoti do in school is to write ,r pja-sfort

i
science, social studies, and other subjects. rmCgine ,that 3%op

are going to write-a report about the moot forty t555enceclass: ,

1
.

i 1 "
(

( I

In the box below are some facts about the moon which you can use j

in your. report. You may also dd'other facts that you remember '

.A

,, q

about the moon from your readi g anliclassroom, from-television,

or from listening to people. /,

. 0

Write your report_as you would tell it to your class. Space is

providedonthenextthreepages,--Besureto_report_the
facts_i!,_

an order that will -be clear and that will make sense to your

classmates. ,

U
.._

\
,

!feeling, through7elaboration of

5

FACTS ABOUT THE MOON

made of rock
mountainous, contains

craters
covered with dust
no air or water

.no plant or animal life

Purpose: Explanation

-Primary Trait: Explanation through significant ordering of

details.

3. Imagine that your principal asked fot suggestiong atiout how

make things better in your school.- Write a letter to your /

principal telling him just ONE thing you think should be changed,



6

ow to bring about the change, and how the school will be improved

by it. Space is provided below and on the next two pages. Sign

your letter "Chris Johnson."

Purpose: Persuasion
Primary Trait: Persuasion through invention of arguments and

appeals appropriate to a particular audience

-__and situation.

In addition to the assignment, a four-point scale, called a scoring

,

guide, was developed for each exercise. The definition of each score

point described the degree to which- the primary trait isapparent in the

students'imPer. Typically, points were neither given nor withheld because

of flaws of geammar,or mechanics, although, in fact, NAEP often considered

these as "secondary 'traits" and assessed them as well. A'typiCal scoring,

J

guide is reproduced. below:.

1. NO ESTABLISHMENT OF THE ROLE OF TENNIS SHOE',. Student domposi,L

tions assigned to this category lack the fundamental element of

the primary trait;-that is, they do not show evidence of a clearly

established entry into the imaginary role of tennis shoes. SOme

of these writings are marked by a tendency to write about tennis

shoes, or about tennis, or about other related activlirei. They

are, in effects limited to observation and do not achieve partici-

pation in the role.. Other writings that would be assignedto

category 1 might imply or project a role that cannot be definitely

established as that of the tennis shoes. These compositions may

be so vague_thatithey do not contain any details that are appli-

cable either to the role of tennis shoes or to the status of

having an owner, or they may contain details that are inconsistent

with the role 'of tennis shoes or with the status of having an

owner.

2. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE ROLE OF TENNIS SHOES. Writings assigned to

this category explicitly or implicitly establish the role of

tennis shoes, but the elaboration is insufficient to endow the

role with a distinctive personality,or relationship to the owner.

Some of these compositions, for example, simply repo ared

experiences with the owner without implying or directl expressing

any feelingS,about the experiences of the owner. Others express

feelihgs with little or no reference to particularexperiences to

account. for the feelings, and still others report contradictory

feelings or experiences and thus project an inconsistent person-

ality or relationship to the owner. All such writings would he

assigned to categorY 2.



3. CLEAR, ELABORATION OF. THE ROLE OF TENNIS SHOES. Compositions in

this category not only establish the role of tennis shoes, but

also elaborate the role with details sufficient to endow it, with

a clearly identifiable character, personality, or relationship to_

the owner. Although successful in clearly elaborating the role,

these compositions contain passages of irrelevant details, of

mere reportage lacking'in expressive purpose, of highly.general-

ized reportage, or brief changes and shifts away from the dominant

personality or relationship to the owner. Overall, writings in

this category-are less consistent, concrete, or appropriate in

elaboration that Category 4 papers.

4. VIVID AND CONSISTENT ELABORATION OF THE ROLE OF TENNIS SHOES.

Student writings assigned to this category consistently elaborate

the role with vivid details thaf project a distinct personality

and relationship to the owner. Often highly inventive, these

compositions are for the most part very'carefully elaborated and

they contain few, if any, lapses or irrelevancies in,detail.

Methodology

Objectives

The primary objective of our study was to describe instructional uses:'

which teachers made of the principles,of PTS. In addition to this objec-

tive, we also wanted. to find out what purposes for writing teachers would

focus on.

Eleven teachers from inner-city and suburban districts participated

in our study. The distribution of teachers by grade levels is shown in

Table. 1.

Table 1: Grade Level Distribution of Teachers

-Grade Level lumber of Teachers

2/3* 1

4 1

4/5* 1

5/6* 1

6 1--,

6/7*
,.7

'-'1

2

8 '2

11/12* 1

*Class split across two grade levels.
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Procedures

In June, a five-day workshop was conducted for the teachers. At the

workshop, PTS was described theoretically and teachers were given practice

in using scoring guides related to "traditional" PTS asSignments. Time

y--

was given to developing or adapting new assignments which were then

critiqued by,the group.

Following'this workshbp, no contact occurred with the teachers until

-7 the beginning of the fall- school term. Project staff thed sent out a

letter of instructions for teachers to.use when completing the class

activity log which would show the assignment presented in class and the

activities undertaken.--Periodically
throughout the first 12 weeks of

the term, project staff obserffed each participating class and interviewed
. 1 ..,.

each teacher.
\

, \
l

/
.\

Finally, two "booster" workshops were conducted (one in September and

._

one in October) to allow staff and teachers to meet for of

Progress and problems.

Before discussing\the_specificuses to which teachers applied PTS,

,4 some discussions of the assignments they created willbe helpful. In this

discussion, each teacher has been given a letter for identifidalion while

specific assignments an identification number. For example,

Table 2 shows that all teachers, exceptteacher,B, used the NAEP-developed

"Tennis Shoes" assignment, which is dodeds#1.

Yi



ti Table 2: .Grade Level by Assignment

Teacher Grade Taught AssignmentNtimber

2/3 1, 10, 11

.27 28, 29, 30, /, 32, 41

.. .

4/5

- )

1, 4

, .

. 5/6 '
f

' ,) 2,

) 1

F . \..
1, 5, 7, 12-17

J7

0"
:,

I 7
/A

1, 33, 34, 35

G
.

'7
.

1,19, 24,-25, 26

J 8" 1, 19, 21, 22, 23

1, 18,. 20

K

.

11/12
--,

1, 36,--37, \38, 39, 40\\\,

Table 2 shows for what grade level each assignment was intended. It

would also appear to indicate that grade le'vel ad little to do with

,

whether or not PTS was tried. In the case of one sixth grade teacher,
NN

exercises 12-17 ake listed as a block rather than each'separately because

they were all on the same general topic and' students had the optikin of

choosing which of the assignments 'they wished to do.

12



10

Table 3: Category of Mode/Assignment

Expressive

1

6

7

9

12

16 .

18-

- '20
L

23
25

29. ,

30
31

36 ,

39

)

7

,

.,,...

.

Explanatory

.-- .

_

.,. 8

it
-,14.

15

17.,

21

''. .22

'c,.. 24
26
27

,.

--, 31

32
34
36
38

41

Persuasive

,

',I ,

,

.

:

,

,

(--

.

,

.

.

10

..

.

37
40

:

.

,

\

'

.

-i,

1

\

13

33

35

:.

.

gD,

Table 3 classifies assignments by mode (expressive,' explanatory, and

persuasive) and reveals that expressive and explanatory modes were about

equally used, 'with the persuasivc mode getting much, less attention. A

third indication of fable 3 is thatOme assignment's were difficult to

categorize; either because the language of. the assignment was not specific

or becauSe the assignMent seemed a:combination of .610 es "Pretend you are

and explain ") ft



11

I,

Mode by Grade Level-

Grade Level

Mode/Assignment Number

Exiressive Exilanator Persuasive

,
0

4 28, 29, 30, 31 27, 3-, 32, 41

4/5 1, 4
,

6 1,

12,

5/, 6, 7,

16'

8, 14, 15, 17 13

6/7 / 1

7 1,

14

19, 25
18, 19, 20, 23

,, 26,

21, 22

4

8 9 . :
if

Table 4 shows mode of assignment by grade level. Again, the striking

fact is the minimal use of the persuasive mode which was used once at

grade 2/3, twice at 5/6, and twice at 11/12. The sample is surely too

small and.the data collection period too brief to conclude that persuasive

writing-is used more at any particular grade level;lindeed, the data do

not, indicate that. We speculate that the apparent neglect of persuasive

writing in favor of the other modes may be a widepsread situation in writ- .

ing classrooms, since the sample of teachers in this project is probably

as likely, if not more so, to teach all modes than are teachers generally'.

The high school teacher in the project, a veteran.of 17 years. of teaching,

reports that one of her great discoyeries during the study is that she has

taught little, PersUasive writing in the east and was not able spontaneously

to present to her students a repertoire of rhetorical and stylistic strate-

'giesuseful
for persuasive writing, which she could readily do for expres-

sive and explanatory modes. She wonders, in one of her journal entries

during the project, how generally that is true of other writing teachers.

14'
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An examination of the 'assignments shows that the. purpose and/or

primary trait of the assignment is explicitly stated less than half of

the time, although it is nearly always implicit. When the purpose, is

explanation or persuasion, the language is likely to include words like

"explain," "describe," "persuade," and "convince". whereas it often seems

superflous to ue the word "express"\,in pieces where the purpose is

expression. Where scoring, guides are provided, purpose is nearly always

present in a statement of the primary trait. Same of the assignments can

be interpreted in several ways, and indeed some students who responded to

an assignment to 'explain clearly what school is like*described the

physical appearance and the schgdule of the school, whei""eas others wrote

what school feels like to them as they experfbnce it, whether they like

or dislike it. Several assignments specify a mix of modes by asking

/students both to describe or explain something and tell how they feel

about it.

The assignments clearly set out in whose voice the piece is to be writ-

ten or it is apparent from the context that it is intended to be the stu-

dent's ot../. The intended audience for the writing is far less often men-

tioned (only about 25 percent of the assignments specify an audience). In

making these statements it must be kept in mind that, in the typical class-

room in this study, considerable pre-writing activity occurred and teachers

were likely to clarify orally aspects of the assignmen,ts that were not in

the written versions. It is also the case that some oral informatioin about

strategies to use in achieving the purpose of the writing was given even

though few of the written assignments specify those. Sometimes it is not

'entirely clear whether language in the written assignment intends to spell

out a purpose or a strategy for reaching the purpose.

15
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r.

ConstrUction_of_a_scoring_guide_appears to- demand and result in greater

specificity of purpose than-dp'es'constructionof,an.assignment., although

several teacherS in the'projea applied a very general guide which could

be adapted to, any assianment. When that was done, :the scoring Categories

tended to be (1) little or no'achievement of the'purpose of the-assignment,

'(2) some achievement of the purpose, (3) good or successful achievement, and

(4) inventive and consistent (controlled, systemati2,'etc..) achievement of

purpose. A number of thesseoring guides emphasize organization and form as

criteria; sometimes quantity of detail or argument or use-of'a particular

type of language differentiates categories. Frequently some specification

c.

about "distracting" errors (grammar, mechanics) is added to the content-
,

oriented criteria in the categories.

Three-of the 16 scoring guides provided were. studentlenerated. The

language in thosediffers little from that of the teacher-made,guides%

TeaChers viewed itudent'participation in scoring guide construction

good learning experience and were generally pleased With:students' ability

to devise criteria and to.score their own orpeers'.pdpers.using the guides:

Nearly all guides exhibit some abstract language which admits of subjective

judgement on the part of the reader\and testifie;tesihe difficulty of form-'

ulating criteria in specific terms.

Uses

Teachers participating in the project found several pedagogical'purposes

for PTS. In this section,...we review and discuss them. It-should he noted

that teachers varied in their willingness to try PTS. On at least two

occasions, however, teachers were brought together to share their experi-

ences. It was hoped that such sharing would stimulate interest as well as

serving to remind teachers_of the support available from the group.

16
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Diagnosis. By "diagnosis" we mean a process which begins with the

teacher aking.tudents to write to a specific..taW..; This writing is done

t early in the school year and is undertarn'after a minimum of instruction.

Onoe the samples are written the teache analyzes the, papers to get a gen-
,

eral idea Of the students' strengt and weaknesses. Usually, then, this

general impression will influence the subsequent planning and delivery of

specific,Igsons.

/ Three occurrences of PTS for diagnosis were reported among thg. cooper- ''

ating teachers. Teacher F used a classic PTS assignment for her class pre-

,

test but then evaluated them hOlistically. Teacher D, who'is a remedial

reading specialist, used a PTS assignment as a diagnostic device and then

used the student papers as a way of predicting reading difficulties: main

ideas, details, spelling, etc.

Teachers in one district decided to use the PTS exercise" "Tennis Shoes"

as the junior high school district-wide pre-test. Four junior high school

teachers from the district, including twoXf three department chairs and

the district language artsscoordinator, participated in this study,_ They

persuaded their colleagues to use the PTS exerHse as the pre-test which

will be filed in,each student's
writing'folder and which will provide a

baseline for gauging writfng development through junior high.

Formulating assignments.. Every teacher in thesroject reported using

PTS to formulate assignments. This u,se included identifying the purpose of

the writing as well as clarifying speak'er/sullect/audience relationships.

One teacher said "PTS-works becauseit,helps. me to know what I want to do,"
\,,

a statement ade in one form or another by almost every participant at some

11,kpoint ,:in the tudy.

17
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What is Tess clear is the extent-to-which-thinking-about
PTS influ-

°
.

.

enced -assignments that do not appear 'to meetTS criteria. An examination

,
.7....., 1 . \

.

of .the assignments made reveals, great variation in the:specificity and
.

, . . .

elaboration contained within the assignments. Some do not clearly indi-..

1
,.

cate a'mode or purpose hor`do they seem to identify a primary trait.

L-Someti es the lack (It specificity resulted.in,individuals in-the same

class wri ing in different modes.

For example, one clan's was asked to explain what schdol is, like. Soe

individuals wrote pipers which-were clearly explanatory: they described

the physic\l properties of the building and/or detailed chronologically a

.,school day. Pther,,sudents began writing
chronologically, but with the

emphasis on their individual_ day. This seemed to lead naturally. to

writing abouetheir reactions to individual teachers and courses. _Thus;

heycopverted (some might say .subverted) the task to .an expressive_ one.

This was an ideal opportunity for the teacher to.poi94out the different

strategies individuals had used andto show .students how,thephad changed

the purpose. Instead, All-paperswere accepted withoetcomment.

Analyzing students' writing. By this, we mean the use of PTS And the

scoring guides to -understand what the student wrote and how it might have

been improved. This is 'different from assigning a grade in that it pro-

'videt specificfeedback to the - writer about what he did and what he might

d6,to improve his writing. It is an.activity-which the teacher undertakes

in order to. understand the writer as much as to understand the writing.
a.

Severalteachers made use of PTS in this way, cementing "PTS really helps

Me see if students are able to follow directions'and get across the idea

they are trying to get across. Flowery language might sound good, but if

t doesn't ay anything, what use is it?"

18
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. .
.

Responding to students' writing. This activity is related to valysis

of student writing, but goes) to te. next,step: a_tually delivering feed-

.
)

,

back. Current writing research has shown the relatively minor value of

. I !

mu0 of the Marginalia t cers often write on students' papers..,For some

`of:the teachers in the project, PTS rovided a way of response..

scoring' is useful for firt,drafts only, as ,a tiplt to improve student.

writings." This is an important insight. This teacher,' as do several

others,,divides the development of a piece of. writing into several stages...,

The first draft is the draft which verbalizes main ideas, shapes the argu-

meht, etc. Therefore, attention to-mechanical and grammatical flaws may

be counter-productive in the reader's response. PTS, with its emphasis on

purpose, audience, and rhetorical situation, provides a way of responding

appropriately todtthe ideas expressed in the first draft. Once purpose

and strategy are clarified, subsequent drafts can be used to tighten

organization, smooth transition, and correct mechanics.

,Evaluation/grading. Given that PTS was originally formulated for

)

evaluating writing, it may seem Surprising that few of the participating

teachers usedit in thayway.,.Par0 this phenomenon can be explained, by

the fact that many teachers in the'grdup do not grade writing, since, -

3

grading may. result in a real reduction of childr n's willingness to write.

Other teachers used PTS as part j'a gradinptche e, but also figured in

pointSfor grammatical correctness mechanics, etc. For these teacher's,

I -

PTS is too limited to use for 6enerati s a grade. However, it is inter-

esting to note that one teacher said that "PTS giveme a\better way' to

explain to parents what the students grades mean."

ja
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Another teacher seicithathe distinctions between the fodr categor-

ies are not clear-encid0 to use as,a grading,tocil." This'is a curious

observation, unless,by"clear" the teacher means "comprehensive., It is

true that in work hops intended to* introduce teachers to PTS the most dif- c

ficult,point for teachers to accept is that a paper filled with spelling

errors end "grammar" errorstould merit e 4, while a mechanically perfect

'paper could rate only a . While't6ach.ers appreciate the:perceived

"objectivity" of the scoring guide, they are unmoved by its lack of atten-

tion to the traditionall "knowledge" of English teachers: 'spelling, gram-

mar, and mechanics.
- ,

Peer evaluation: Many of the participating teachers used PTS for peer

editing and evalAtion. Cherie's R. Cooper (1977ardescribes peer editing

as a potentially power-41 activity but cautions that'rtbdents need guid-

.
,

ance when functioniq in the editoi".role) This guidance can be furnished,

teacherls found, by providing students with a copy of the scoring guide to

I

as a base from which to respond to other students' papers.

.
IYPically, the students are.asked to assign a scorepoint from the

ating scale to their peer partner's paper' and then to justify "their award

writing with reference to the score point's definition. This activity .

do -s at least .three things:

1. It provides another opportunity for each student to examine the

purpose and trait in each assignment.. A's such, it reinforces the

student's prior learning in another learning, modality.

It helps the peer editor learn flow to,provide feedbacll which is

purposeful and helpful.

. ,
It creates a genuine need to write,,since the responSe must be 5

\written.

1 .
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A logical followup to this activity-was developed by several' teachers

project. Students were invited to create the scoring guides,

articulating the differences marked by each score point. This activity

could either'be done as a pre-wiriting activity or as 'a ste between the
=

0' first and second drafts. In either case it helped students-discover and

oorrest_weilmeses in ,their own 'papers.

Improved reading. This use of PTS was a totalliifttenticipated outcome

of the study. One teacher, who is a' remedial reading specialist9 used PTS

to help improve reading. Partly, this is the result of her own emphasis

on language experience, wherein children practice'reading texts which they

have written. Partly, however; this use of PTS may be'related to the

motivation provided by the actual assignments. The teacher mentions the

c se of one student who was,often absent beCause of disciplinary prob-

4fems. Yet, when'he was din class, he speCifically asked to be allowed

to write-his story. (Other participating teachers mentioned thiS same
/

phenomenon:problem'proble. chi)dren asking permissi-Ito,do the writing activ-

/

ity. While we do/not know with certainty, it seems likely that this

/
results from a need for self expression, which is often refited to "act,ing

Out" behaviors; and a desire to engage in a task on-whichthe student will

.successful, since PTS does not penalize the student for his/her lack
0

of control of spelling and mechanical conventions.)

The other teacher who cited improved reading was the high school

=

teacher. She observed that her students began to recognize "primarje.

traits" in the texts they\i.ead as literary models. Not only were the

traits recognized, bit students could talk about their use and value in

attaining the purpose of the text.

21
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This attention to reading-as a result of writing is hot new in the

research literature. However, the specific use of primary traits to ,.

achieve purpose rin'literature is provocative and deserves further,inveS-
,-

tigation.

,\
"Conclusions and DiscUssion

It is important to remind the reader again of,two constraints on our

work. First, we worked with only 11 teachers. We made no attempt to

construct scientifically a sample of the teacher population. Therefore,

' the reader must be extremely cautious about generalizing from the expe-

rience of these teachers. Second, we tracked the teachers' activities fog

less than one school term. In one case, the period of teacher/student

contact was less than five weeks. In no case was it longer than twelve

weeks.:. Writing skill develops very slowly. For that reason, we do not

speculate about change -in students' writing skill: Indeed, we made no

systematic attempt to collector analyze students' papers. In only one

case did we talk to students about their eXperience.

Nevertheless, the teachers engaged in this study did find a,number of

ways to utilize PTS and the prlinciples inherent in7tt. While these uses

have been described above, this section of the report will focus on only

a few of these and will offerocomments about the' implications of PTS.

-Teachers in this project substantiated three outcomes of particular

significance and helped identify two areas which deserve future attention.

Ffrst, the three outcomes will be described.

1. PTS heled teachers clarif the ur oses of instruction and

epee- em o ma e c eater assignments. t oug os ensibly

focuses the writer's attention on the4purpose to be achieved,

,22
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several teachers reported that in planning instruction they found

themselves pushed to be more clear. Before they could identify

the prithary trait, they hadto understand the purpose of the.'

writing, and therefore the purpose ofinstructioh. As-a resUlt,

they planned more carefully ,and.were-able to deliver more sharply

focused lesSons.' Moreover; the need to define with distinctness

the various score points led to a new:objectivity in grading,and'

evaluating since personal preference was-replaced with a public,

predetermined set 'of criteria.

2. PTS as an evaluation tool was more useful at some Stages of the

wrftin rocess than at'others. None of the teachers Who used

or eva uation was liFfilied with it as a total measure, It.

is simply not. sensitive to many of the faCtor&ggEh, to the .

teacher, comprise a well-written'Oaper. However, these same

teachers were pleased to:discover that PTS was extremely. helpful

at the first-draft stage since it forced them tolimit their view

of. the students' papers. Rather than trying to note all of the

paper's faults, the teachers focused only on' the.degree of.attain-

ment of the primary trait. This provided enough inforMation'to

the student writer to allow significant improvement without over-

whelming--and discouraging--the writer.

3. PTS is a valuable device for indirect teachin . When peer editors

use e scoring gu yes o commen on e r partner's papers,

a second presentation of 'the instruction-was made. However, here

the student was not being asked to apply the instruction directly

to his'own case, but rather, to use theAnstruction while looking

at how another student had solvehe same rhetorical problem.

This second chance to learn will result in students learning the

material more completely, it is felt.

An important unanticipated outcome of the project was the effect of

PTS on student reading ability. The relationship between reading and

writing is suggested by the research conducted by schema theorists and

provides tome-of-the_theoretical
basis for the language experience

approach to reading. Among particiPating teachert;-two-mentioned that

their students' reading had been positively affected by PTS principles.

The relationship deserves attention in further studies designed specifi-

cally to determine under whaCconditions and to what extent the relation-

ship exists.
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Not the least of the difficulties which these' teachers encountered was

that of defining, or discovering a primary trait. While the teachers were

-quite clear about the three'lliajor purposes of writing, they were less able

to articulate the trait. %Unless thiproblem could he surmounted, teach-
,

ers would have been unable to continue with the project. They would have

been forced to fall back on the ghammar texts, or the pleasurable "activi-

ties" they were accustomed to.4

In his discussion of identifyirfg kinds of discourse, Lloyd-Jones

(1977) points out that he imagines that "most teachers practiced in creat-

ing classroom exercises will also create the situations first. Then they

can analyze the rhetorical implications, placing the exercise"on the

model-; this will serve as an aid in discovering the featurbs which char-

acterize writing in the prescribed mode" (emphasis added).

In a sense, then, the score point on a paper represents its holistic

impression on us. .The definition of the point, however, is rendered in

qualitative terms which say something about the use of the rhetorical

strategy we're interested in: the primary trait. For'purposes of

/ .

informal assessment,
rhetoilical analysis after the fact is satisfactory

for Lloyd-Jones. If, however, we want to convert this to a teaching

system, we should define the traits and th n devise the exercises.

The value of such an organization i that it would permit development

----of-a-curhiculum-of-writing-not-based-on-the-level
of-the sentence. It

would also separate learning to Write, in the, best sense, from:authentic,

/.
child-sponsored writing.

Fhom analysis of teacher logs completed for this project, it-is

dent that teachers continueeto instruct studentsAn-Araditional English-

/

teacher knowledge. Insthuctyon continued to focus on correct word choice

24
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,
(affect/effect; it's/its; there/their/they're); on definitions of parts

of speech; on organizationin writing; and on the avoidance of sentence

fragments and run-on sentences. Often this resulted from a similar empha-

sis in the class text. But it's also the material that'teachers know how

to teach and that they claim parents want their chi4dren to learn. The

result, of course, is that by the time the students are in high school

they know the term "relatie clause" but, are unable' to defin; it, even

though they use relative clauSes competently. By focusing on rhetorical

strategies, teachers may be able to shift their attention of the sen-

tence to a richer level. A taxonomy oftraits would be required before

teachers could abandon their traditional instruction.

11/4,

Moreover, such a taxonomy could help teachers and students separate

for purposes of teaching,and learning the two distinct acts of writing

and learning to write. Here we must be careful. Such a separation, if

pushed too far, would be disastrous for writers. However, the sink or

swim approach often seen does not seem to have any lasting effect. Teach-

ers are quite competent to teach strategies for solving communication

problems. These strategi6\can be identified, isolated, taught, and

practiced, much the same way that the subskills of reading or mathematics

are The when ihe need for such tkill arises, the student is able to

.evalua e the situation and employ the appropriate rhetorical strategy.

This identification of and direct teaching of rhetorical strategies was

precisey th,e method employed by Teacher K with her high school class.

/M ieth r it, might work for younger writers was not tested. However, the

identification of strategies is a necessary firsttep without which the

effort is doomed to fail. The pressure of time and the ready access to a

text combine to make such an activity,on a teacher's part highly unlikely.
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